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Compact Stars as Laboratory
for  Dense QCD

Or: “I am a particle physicist, why should I care 

about compact stars?” 
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Compact Stars in the Phase Diagram

Compact stars are in a challenging regime:  stars are “cold”                                          

Laboratory               <<                compact stars        <<        perturbative regime
(experiments / lattice calculations) 

T≈1keV≈107K≪μ≾500 MeV

density
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Density Profile of a Compact Star

NASA, NICER Project, (Neutron star Interior Composition ExploreR )
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/nicer_about.html

Hyperons?
Quark matter?
Superconducting Quark 
Matter (e.g. CFL,2SC)?

Typical masses and radii

multifluid system!
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Astrophysical Observables

What can we measure from the distance and what can we learn from it?

● Mass: Best in binary systems, constraints on models of QCD matter

● Radii: Hard to measure, but first promising results in Guillot et al. 2013 with 

● Temperature: Analysis of the electromagnetic spectrum, cooling from neutrino 
emissivity (except very old stars), hints for superfluidity and 
composition of the star, nuclear reactions

● Rotation frequency: Measurement of Pulsar frequency, determination of 
      magnetic field possible (phase diagram in background

    B-field), Pulsar glitches (superfluidity)

● Gravitational waves: Possible detection with advanced LIGO/VIRGO
   Neutron star mergers, model constraints   

RNS=9.1±1.5km (analysis of X-ray bursts, dependent e.g. on 
atmospheric models)
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Astrophysical Observables

What can we measure from the distance and what can we learn from it?

● Mass: mainly in binary systems, constraints on models QCD matter

● Radii: hard to measure, but first promising results in Guillot et al. 2013 with 

● Temperature: Analysis of the electromagnetic spectrum, cooling at young age 
mainly due  to neutrino emissivity, hints for superfluidity and 
composition of the star, nuclear reactions

● Rotation frequency: Spin down due to electromagnetic radiation, determination 
of magnetic field possible (phase diagram in background B-field!), Pulsar glitches 
(superfluidity?)

● Gravitational waves: Possible detection with advanced LIGO/VIRGO
   Neutron star mergers, model constraints

         Best indirect observation by inspiraling NS-mergers
  

RNS=9.1±1.5 km (Analysis of X-ray bursts, dependent e.g. on 
atmospheric models)
 

Hulse Taylor PSR B1913+16
arXiv:astro-ph/0407149
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For given EoS and central pressure P
0
: can compute mass and radius of star

Varying unknown P
0 
leads to mass-radius curves with a maximum mass

Equation of State

TOV-Equation (Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov): spherical symmetric (non-rot) body in 
gravitational equilibrium – gravity is balanced by internal pressure

NOT a closed system: we need an equation of state (EoS)       P(ϵ)

→ microscopic input needed!

Solution of TOV-eq:
Need boundary conditions  

Integrate equations until we 
reach maximal radius R
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Mass

record holder

 J. Lattimer, Ann. Rev. Nuc. & Part. Phy. Vol. 62, 485, 2012

Mass of PSR J0348+0432
(binary system, measured by shapiro delay) 

Maximal mass of a non-interacting neutron gas 
(only pressure from Fermi degeneracy presure)

     Far too low!
     → Neutrons must interact, interaction has
     a repulsive component
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P. Demorest et al., Nature 467, 1081 (2010)

Mass-Radius Curves & Hyperon Puzzle

“Ordinary” nuclear matter 

But: huge central densities →  
Hyperons should be present 
 (“cheaper” to open new Fermi sphere)

EoS with hyperons: not stiff enough!

“Hyperon puzzle” 

Possible solution: deconfined quark 
matter: “hybrid stars”
J. L. Zdunik and P. Haensel, Astron. Astrophys. 
551, A61 (2013)

G. F. Burgio et al., PRC 83, 025804 (2011)

Masses put serious constraints on EoS, but: 
without exact radius measurement not constraining enough
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Rotation Frequency - Pulsar Glitches

Rotation Frequency can be measured 
precisely, stars spin down steadily due to 
electromagnetic radiation 

Pulsar Glitch: sudden spin UP of the 
star, Glitches are best hint for 
superfluidity! 

Traditional picture:
 
● Angular momentum stored in superfluid vortices
 in the crust

● Vortices pinned to the ion lattice

● Collective unpinning of vortices from  lattice
 transfers angular momentum to the crust. 

● The superfluid two-stream instability can act
  as a trigger for this collective unpinning.

P. W. Anderson, N. Itoh, Nature 256, 25 (1975)
N. Andersson, G.L. Comer, R. Prix, PRL 90, 091101 (2003)

Pulsar Astronomy, Andrew G. Lyne, Jodrell Bank,  
Cambridge University Press
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Two-Component Superfluids

Microscopic description of two superfluids

g: derivative/entrainment coupling (Andreev-Bashkin effect)  A.F. Andreev, E.P. Bashkin, 
Soviet Physics JETP 42, 164 
(1976)

Effective field-theoretical model: two coupled, complex scalar fields with self interaction
and entrainment interaction between the fields. T=0 approximation is used.

Superfluidity is caused by Bose-Einstein (bosons) or Cooper pair (fermions) condensation

in QFT = spontaneous breaking of global symmetry

Simplest case: U(1) → 1  

Neutron/Proton Cooper-pairs effectively described by scalar field (spin 0) 
with self interaction (    -theory )ϕ4

Symmetry:
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Instabilities

Instabilities: calculate the sound modes / velocities of the system 
via relativistic hydrodynamics or analyzing Goldstone modes:

Two types of instabilities:

Energetic instability:

Each superfluid can only be 
accelerated up to Landau's critical 
velocity → dissipation  

Two-stream instability:

Result of interaction between two 
fluids: sound modes become 
complex, one mode explodes, 
one is damped
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Sound Modes  

Sound velocities as a function of the relative velocity of the fluids
indicate various instabilities

Three different regions:

● Region I:   two upstream and two downstream modes, stable region 

● Region II:  onset of instabilities

● Region III: thermodynamic instability, SF
2
 phase actually preferred
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Analysis of Instabilities

Landau's instability sets in always before the two-stream instability

Landau's instability needs external mechanism (e.g. capillary) that drives the instability. 

This mechanism can lead to dissipation or inhomogeneous phases.

Without this mechanism, we know no time scale of the instability (”secular instability”).

For the two-stream instability, the magnitude of the imaginary part sets the time scale 

(”dynamical instability”)

Two-stream instability still can be meaningful, although in unstable region!

Further investigation (include dissipative terms, inhomogeneous 
phases,...) necessary!
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Summary 

➔ Theoretical understanding of dense QCD matter in the interior
 of compact stars is a big challenge

➔ Constraints from astrophysical data: mass, radius, cooling, spin rate

➔ Superfluid instabilities might be important for astrophysical effects like
 pulsar glitches

➔ As a particle physicist, you definitely should care  
 

Summary
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